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urine in giant clay pots which were Erotic Art in Pompeii: Michael Grant: 9780706404609: Amazon.com Mar 29, 2013. Posts about erotic art in Pompeii written by Curt Mekemson. When King Frances of Naples visited a Pompeii exhibition at the National Museum with his Ever since, the collection has had a history of on-again, off-again exposure. Pompeii's erotic art is stored in the Gabinetto Segreto, Secret Room. Erotic art in Pompeii: the secret collection of the National Museum of. MuseoPics - Photos of Naples Museum Erotic Roman Art - Pictures. The once forbidden secret cabinet of erotic art from excavations of Pompeii and Herculaneum. In this case, they were relocated to the National Museum Museo Mulas, Eros in Pompeii: The Erotic Art Collection of the Museum of Naples. Erotic art in Pompeii: the secret collection of the National Museum of. Erotic art in Pompeii and Herculaneum was discovered in the ancient cities. In 1819, when King Francis I of Naples visited the Pompeii exhibition at the National Museum with his wife and by the erotic artwork that he decided to have it locked away in a secret cabinet, This is the original condition of Pompeii's Frescos. Archaelogical Museum, Naples, Italy: 56 Reviews, 117 Photos plus. MuseoPics on line photos of Roman erotic art of Pompeii & Herculaneum exhibited. I of Naples visited the Pompeii exhibition at the National Museum with his wife and the erotic artwork that he decided to have it locked away in a Secret Museum. Our Museum exhibit and archaeological sites photos collections include